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THERMAL ANALYSIS O F  CUSTOMIZED MULTILAYER INSULATION 
ON AN UNSHROUDED LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK 
by William R. Johnson and Glenn R. Cowgill 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An analytical investigation was conducted to determine the space-hold thermal pe r ­
formance of various multilayer insulation (MLI) configurations on the upper half of a 
liquid hydrogen tank. The hypothetical vehicle assumed was sun-oriented, thus ensuring 
the liquid hydrogen tank to  always be in the shadow of the vehicle payload. The thermal 
model used the geometry of a @ oblate spheroidal tank viewing a payload simulated by a 
10-foot- (3.048-m-)diameter flat disk maintained at a constant temperature of 520' R 
(289K). 
The resul ts  of the analysis showed that the space-hold thermal  performance achieved 
with a conventional constant thickness of MLI can be significantly improved by 
(1)Using a variable MLI thickness over the surface of the tank 
(2)Using several  high -1ateral-thermal-conductivity shields 
(3) Increasing the MLI surface emissivity in certain areas 
The combination of these three i tems that tended to  minimize the total heat flow through 
the MLI and into the tank was designated as the optimum configuration. 
Three distinct curves expressing the local value of the effective thermal  conductivity 
normal to  the MLI blanket keff against mean temperature were used in this analysis to  
span the range of available experimental data. This was necessary since the absolute 
value of the net heat flow through the MLI and into the top half of the tank was found to  be 
a direct  function of keff. 
The resul ts  of the analysis showed that the optimized configuration as previously de­
fined reduced the net heat flows into the tank by factors  of 53.84, 5.13, and 3.44 over the 
corresponding constant-thickness MLI configuration fo r  the th ree  values of keff. In ad­
dition to  the improved thermal  performance, the weight of the optimum configuration was 
approximately 71, 82, and 82 percent of the weight of the constant-thickness MLI con­
figuration for  the three values of keff used. 
l_~. - . . - . . - .. .. . .  .. . _.... . .-
INTRODUCTION 
The effective storage of liquid hydrogen in space can be realized by using high-
performance multilayer insulation (MLI) systems.  A typical system would use a large 
number of highly reflective shields (aluminized polyester film) separated by low-thermal­
conductivity spacers  (e. g. , silk netting). The thermal  performance of such a system 
approaches the ideal when the heat t ransfer  normal to  the shields approaches pure ra­
diation. 
The basic space-hold thermal  performance of any MLI system, regardless  of the 
effective thermal  conductivity keff normal to  the blanket of shields, can be improved by 
(1) Eliminating any shroud around the liquid hydrogen tank 
(2) Continuously orienting the vehicle such that the payload is always between the 
liquid hydrogen tank and the sun. 
These two conditions thus minimize the surface area of MLI exposed to  a high-
temperature thermal  radiation source  and enable a portion of the MLI surface to reject 
heat directly to space. 
A cross-sectional view of a sun-oriented vehicle with an unshrouded liquid hydrogen 
tank is shown in figure 1. The payload intercepts all so la r  energy and thus represents  
the only high-temperature heat source in the vehicle. The direction of the anticipated 
radiation heat flows could be as indicated by the a r rows  in figure 1. The only heat being 
t ransferred into any of the tanks is through the MLI on the top half of the liquid hydrogen 
tank, in addition to  that heat t ransfer red  down the support s t ructure  itself. 
The bottom half of the liquid hydrogen tank will be exposed to  a combination of liquid 
oxygen tanks, engine, and space. The MLI surface temperatures  f o r  the liquid oxygen 
tanks under a space-hold condition a r e  estimated to be extremely low. Because of these 
low temperatures,  the heat flow from these surfaces  to  the liquid hydrogen tank become 
insignificant. Thus,  the quantity of MLI on the bottom half of the liquid hydrogen tank 
would be determined by 
(1)Ground-hold and ascent thermal  protection requirements 
(2) Estimated t ime of near  -planetary operations 
(3) Estimated t ime during mid-course corrections when the vehicle is not sun oriented 
(4) Prevention of localized propellant freezing 
A completely unshrouded liquid hydrogen tank is, of c o u s e ,  impossible to attain, 
since some means of supporting tankage and engine must be provided. Use of an open-
strut  s t ructure  will provide the minimum obstruction in maintaining the desirable space 
environment for  the liquid hydrogen tank to view. Because of the temperature gradients 
and various geometric radiation view factors involved, the thermal  interaction between 
the support s t ructure  and the MLI surface remains extremely complex to define analyt­
ically. As reported in reference 1, the number of layers ,  as well as the maximum shield 
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temperatures , determines the degree of thermal degradation obtained when the s t ru t s  
penetrate the MLI. Because of the unknown thermal  contact resistance between the MLI 
and the penetration for  a typical butt joint, an absolute value of this thermal  degradation 
must be determined experimentally. Due to  the complexities described, these inter­
actions were not considered, and only the basic MLI thermal performance on the top half 
of the liquid hydrogen tank will be considered in this investigation. 
Conceivably, the thermal  performance obtained with a constant thickness of MLI can 
be improved upon by the use  of the following concepts (shown in fig. 1): 
(1)Varying the MLI thickness over the tank surface as shown, thereby permitting 
rejection of heat t o  space Qr from surfaces at different depths within the insulation: As 
indicated in figure 1, the MLI edges are considered to  be adiabatic surfaces,  since these 
areas for  thermal radiation are insignificant in comparison t o  the surface areas normal 
to  the tank. 
(2) Using high-thermal-conductivity shields (pure aluminum as opposed t o  aluminized 
mylar) to  increase the lateral thermal conductivity of the MLI: This either increases  the 
lateral heat flow Qlat o r  decreases  the temperature gradient required to  t ransfer  the 
same Qlat, o r  whatever combination of these is necessary. 
(3) Increasing the emissivity of those portions of the MLI surface having relatively 
high geometric radiation view factors to  space: This increases  the amount of Qr for  a 
given MLI surface temperature,  o r  decreases  the surface temperature required to sus ­
tain the same Qr; o r  again, whatever combination of these is necessary.  
Thus, the purpose of these three concepts is to  laterally transfer the major portion of the 
heat received from the payload QP to  the area near  the side of the tank, where it can be 
rejected to space. The ultimate goal is to  obtain as low a temperature as possible on the 
shield adjacent t o  the tank. 
The objective of th i s  analysis was t o  determine the effectiveness of these concepts i n  
improving the thermal  performance compared to  that obtained with a conventional 
constant-thickness MLI system. Various configurations were evaluated to  determine the 
optimum combination of these concepts which tended to  minimize the heat flow from the 
payload to  the upper half of the hydrogen tank. 
Although the analysis is general enough for  any unshrouded liquid hydrogen tank con­
tinuously oriented so  as to  always be in the shadow of the payload, emphasis in this in­
vestigation was with a @ oblate spheroidal tank having a major diameter of 9. 142 feet 
(2.786 m). This resulted in a surface area fo r  the top half of the tank of 106. 54 square 
feet (9.898 m2). The tank will be in the shadow of a 10-foot- (3.048-m-) diameter flat-
surfaced payload maintained at a constant temperature of 520' R (289 K). The tank-
payload spacing of 0.8175 foot (0.2492 m) was estimated t o  be the minimum probable 
value attainable in an actual vehicle. 
The base point of comparison will be the space-hold thermal  performance using a 
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constant MLI thickness of 120 layers  with a layer  density of 50 shields p e r  inch (19.7 
shields/cm). To  be consistent, the maximum number of shields used in any configuration 
was a l so  arbitrari ly chosen to  be 120. Three distinct curves expressing the local value 
of keff against mean temperature  were  used to  span the range of available experimental 
data. This  was necessary since the absolute value of the net heat flow throagh the MLI 
and into the top half of the tank was found to be a direct  function of keff. Therefore, 
valid comparisons of the thermal  performance achieved with a constant thickness of MLI 
to  that obtained with the optimum configuration must u se  severa l  representative values 
for  keff. 
Varying the MLI thickness, in addition to possibly increasing the thermal  perform­
ance, could also offer the following advantages: 
(1) Reduce the MLI system weight 
(2) Improve the venting capability of the MLI during the vehicle ascent, thus ena­
bling the MLI to  achieve a space-hold thermal  equilibrium performance more  
rapidly 
(3) Make the MLI system easier to fabricate and install on the tank 
ANALYSIS 
A cross-sectional view of a variable-thickness MLI system on the top half of the 
liquid hydrogen tank is shown in figure 2.  The net heat flow by thermal  radiation into the 
top surface of the MLI is transferred within the MLI by conduction in the lateral  direction 
Qlat parallel to the shields, and a combination of radiation and conduction in the normal 
direction Qnorm perpendicular to the shields. These values of interior heat t ransfer  
change with position in the MLI configuration. 
For a steady-state condition to exist, the net thermal  radiation received by the top 
surface of the MLI must be exactly equal to the total heat t ransferred through the MLI 
and into the liquid hydrogen tank itself. The net thermal  radiation received by the top 
surface of the MLI was the algebraic summation of the individual net heat flows qin, ­
qout, k into each annular incremental surface used to  make up the total surface a r e a  of 
the MLI covering the tank. The total heat t ransferred through the MLI and into the liquid 
hydrogen tank is the algebraic summation of the corresponding normal components of 
heat qnorm, k ac ross  the plane adjacent to the tank surface.  The net heat flow into 
the kth segment at the surface qin,k - ,k is not necessarily equal to the heat out 
the bottom surface qnorm, k because lateral conduction can still exist. 
The thermal  performance of any given MLI configuration thus reduces to  determining 
the MLI surface temperature profile as well as MLI interior temperatures that result in 
the required heat balance for  steady state,  A s e r i e s  of nodal points representing tem­
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peratures  throughout the MLI system, payload surface, and space were established. The 
existing computer program selected and then modified to  simulate the physical problem 
and obtain a steady-state temperature  distribution throughout the model was CINDA-3G 
(Chrysler Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer for Third Generation Computers). 
The mechanics of the program, including a detailed description of all modifications and 
subroutines used, can be found in  reference 2 .  
In general, the program performs a heat balance at each node and continues to  adjust 
each temperature until an acceptable heat balance is obtained at each node. The crite­
rion for a converged temperature  profile was that the temperature  change at  any point be 
less than O.O0lo R (0.00055 K) fo r  any two consecutive iterations. Once a final temper­
a ture  profile was obtained, the required heat flows between any two nodes could be readily 
calculated. 
Thermal  Radiation 
An enclosure composed of the payload, the surface of the MLI, and an imaginary 
surface representing space is used to  compute the net thermal  radiation received by the 
top surface of the MLI. The enclosure formed with the various surfaces labeled is shown 
in figure 3. 
The payload surface is represented by a flat disk having a diameter of 10 feet (3.048 
m).  The disk was arbitrari ly divided into five concentric rings of approximately equal 
a r e a  (labeled All to A15 in fig. 3). Each of these five rings is considered to be a sep­
arate surface of the enclosure. Each ring is considered to  be a heat source at a constant 
temperature of 520' R (289 K). 
The use of more than one surface to  represent the payload, even though the payload 
surface is at one constant temperature ,  improves the accuracy of the computed heat flows 
in and out of each surface when multiple reflections occur. For gray surfaces,  a certain 
portion of the energy emitted o r  reflected from any particular surface may undergo mul­
tiple reflections between various other surfaces of the enclosure. Partial absorption of 
th i s  energy occurs at each surface the energy is incident upon. 
The emissivity of each payload surface w a s  considered to  be 0.11. This value rep­
resents  the generally accepted textbook value for unpolished aluminum as stated in ref­
erence 3 .  Using 0.11 was conservative in that it probably represents  a maximum fo r  a 
real payload surface and thus maximized the quantity of heat emitted by the payload. 
The MLI was arbitrari ly divided into 10 annular segments f rom the polar cap to the 
equator of the tank. This was necessary in order  
(1)To vary the MLI thickness over the surface of the tank (i.e. , each segment rep­
resented a constant thickness) 
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(2) To  approximate the anticipated severe  temperature  profile on the outer boundary 
of the MLI (i.e. , the uniform surface temperature  of any one segment may be 
significantly different than the uniform surface temperature of any of the other 
nine segments) 
The emissivity specified f o r  those surfaces  requiring a high reflectivity was 0.024. 
This  represented the experimentally determined value for  aluminized mylar at ambient 
temperature  as stated in reference 4 .  The emissivity specified for those surfaces  where 
a high emissivity is desirable (targeted surfaces) was 0.9. This value of 0. 9, r ep re ­
senting the idealized value assumed f o r  this study, can be obtained by coating the highly 
reflective surfaces with a high-emissivity paint. An average value of emissivity close to  
0.9 can be realistically obtained as shown in references 5 to  7. 
Each of these emissivities (0.024 and 0.9) was considered to be independent of tem­
perature  as a matter  of convenience in simplifying the computer program input. One 
particular MLI configuration was rerun using emissivities of 0.015 and 0 .75 ,  respec­
tively, to establish whether any significant change in the overall net heat flow into the 
tank occurred. Values of 0.015 and 0. 75 were  used in place of 0.024 and 0 . 9  since 
emissivity would decrease with the anticipated decreased surface temperatures over some 
areas of the tank. 
The imaginary surface designated as space in this enclosure is the curved surface 
of the frustum of a right circular cone extending from the equator of the liquid hydrogen 
tank to the outer edge of the payload. This particular surface was assigned an absorp­
tivity of 1and a temperature  of absolute zero.  This means no energy w a s  reflected o r  
emitted from this surface.  Since there  a r e  no reflections off this surface, there  was no 
need for subdividing this area into smaller  se-ments. 
The net thermal  radiation into each surface of the enclosure could then be determined 
by writing a heat balance about that particular sur face .  The basic assumptions used in 
writing the heat balance were as follows: 
(1)The temperature  over any given segment is uniform. 
(2) All emitted and reflected energy is diffuse and uniformly distributed over an iso­
thermal  surface. Diffuse implies that the intensity is independent of direction. 
(3) All surfaces  are gray surfaces.  Gray implies that absorptivity is equal to 
emissivity. 
(4) Emissivity (absorptivity) and reflectivity a r e  independent of temperature. 
The following equation constitutes the heat balance for the kth surface of the en­
closure : 
qin, k - qout, k = qk 
where qin,k represents  all energy (either reflected o r  emitted from all other surfaces) 
6 
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that is intercepted by the kth surface; qout, represents all energy (either directly 
emitted o r  reflected) that leaves the kth surface; and qk then represents the net heat 
flow into the kth surface. (Negative qk indicates the net heat flow is out.) F o r t h e  
surface simulating space qout, equals zero,  since both the reflectivity and the abso­
lute temperature are set equal to  zero. Thus f o r  this surface all incident energy is ab­
sorbed (i.e. , q, = gin, k). For any surface segment of the MLI, q, is that heat flow 
which must be t ransferred into the MLI (or out of, as the case may be) for  that particular 
surface. 
The CINGA-3G computer program used in this analysis contains a radiosity network 
subroutine that computed the previously defined heat flows in t e r m s  of the surface tem­
peratures of all segments in the enclosure. Each surface temperature thus was depend­
ent on all other temperatures in the enclosure. 
The following physical data were required by the subroutine before the matrix of 
equations expressing net heat flows into all segments of the enclosure could be solved: 
(1) Geometric radiation view factor between any two surfaces of the enclosure. (The 
procedure f o r  determining these numbers will be discussed in the following 
section. ) 
(2) Surface emissivities (either 0.024 o r  0.9) 
(3) Surface areas 
(4) Temperatures of all surfaces 
Thus, for  specified temperatures on all 10 segments of the MLI, a net heat flow into the 
MLI is obtained. 
Geometric Radiation View Factors 
The geometric radiation view factor F. 
1, j 
between the ith and jth surfaces in the 
enclosure is defined as the fraction of energy (either emitted o r  reflected) leaving s u r ­
face i that is intercepted by surface j. The view factor was determined between all 
pr imary surfaces in the enclosure by use of the basic definition: 
(The symbols used are defined in the appendix. ) This double integral was approximated by 
the following double summation in o rde r  to  obtain a numerical solution on the computer: 
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AiFi, =ccCOS ‘pi COS cp.J AAi AAj 71R2 
Ai Aj 
A complete description of the mathematical technique used is described in  appendix B of 
reference 2. 
Use of the following two expressions then enabled all other view factors to be deter­
mined in  t e r m s  of those obtained with the basic definition: 
N 
F j , k =  1 (3) 
k=i 
where j represents  any jth surface and N is the number of surfaces  in the enclosure. 
The accumulative 
and the entire payload 
AjFj,k = AkFk, j (Reciprocity theorem) 
view factor between the kth element of a r e a  on the tank surface 
can be determined from the following equation: 
(4) 

where m = 11to 15 represents  summing over the subdivided payload segments, and k 
simply r e fe r s  to a given location on the tank surface. The relative change in Fk,payload 
as a function of the location on the tank is typical of that shown in figure 4. The view 
factor approached ze ro  at the side of the tank (goo), but did not equal ze ro  since the ra­
dius of the payload was assumed to be slightly l a rge r  than the tank radius. A tank-
payload spacing of 0.8175 foot (0.2492 m) and a constant MLI thickness of 120 shields 
were used in determining the view factors. 
The view factors were  determined independently for  each configuration evaluated. 
This was necessary since the geometry including both the angular s ize  of the segment and 
the number of shields (cells) at each location may change appreciably from one config­
uration to another. 
For  the variable-thickness MLI configuration, the view factors computed were  
slightly conservative since they did not compensate f o r  the potential shadow of the adjoin­
ing step. This effect is illustrated in figure 5. As shown, the magnitude of the shadow 
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depends on the particular point on the payload being considered. Because of this varying 
angle, any attempt to  account for  this shadow becomes a very complex geometric prob­
lem. Since the ratio of the relative length of the segment being considered to the height 
of the adjoining s tep is extremely high (approx 60), the shadow effect was considered to  
be negligible. If not negligible, then at least the view factor generated represents the 
maximum, and thus simulates the highest possible heat flow from the payload to  the MLI 
surface. 
Multilayer Insulation Cells 
The model used to  compute the heat flow through the MLI itself was  the 45’ wedge 
portion shown in figure 6. Since the MLI is completely symmetrical  over the top half of 
the tank, the computed thermal  performance of this wedge portion was multiplied by 8 to  
obtain the results for the entire top half of the tank. 
The 10 annular surface segments used t o  compute the net thermal  radiation received 
by the MLI surface correspond t o  the respective surface areas of the 10 column segments 
of MLI. The annular surface segment is typical of that labeled normal area Ak,norm in 
figure 6. Each column segment is divided into a number of constant-temperature cells, 
as shown in figure 6. The temperature of any given cell can then be represented by a 
nodal temperature located at the physical center of that particular cell. The number of 
cells in a given column is a function of the MLI thickness being simulated at that partic­
ular  location. 
As a matter of convenience in simplifying computer input, all the cells in a given 
column are assumed to  have the s a m e  geometry (i. e. , cell length and width). The di­
mensions of the surface cell in each column are used to  determine the numerical values 
for  the lateral cross-sectional area Alat, normal area Anorm, and arc length Larc. 
This assumption should introduce no significant e r r o r ,  since the maximum MLI thickness 
of 0 .2  foot (6. 1 cm) is small  relative to  the major tank diameter of 9.142 feet (2.786 m). 
The maximum MLI thickness is based on a nominal shield spacing of 0.020 inch (0.051 
cm) . 
The location of the areas and a r c  length typical of the third column are also indicated 
in figure 6. The lateral cross-sectional area fo r  those cells in the kth column Ak, lat 
is determined at the junction of the k and k + 1 cells as the product of the partial  seg­
ment circumference t imes the cell height. Similarly, Ak, is the product of the 
mean partial  circumference t imes the cell length. An average of the two cell lengths 
gives Lk,arc. 
A typical c ros s  section of a series of cells is shown in figure 7.  Each cell contains 
five individual radiation shields and associated spacer materials.  The shields are spaced 
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0.020 inch (0.051 cm) apart  f o r  a total cell height of 0. 100 inch (0.254 cm). A typical 
cell in figure 7 has the shield positions indicated with dashed lines. 
There are two different types of cells used within the MLI, the "standard" cell and 
the "high conductivity" cell. The "standard" cell has five shields of 0.00025-inch 
(0.000635-cm) mylar coated with 600 A of aluminum on each side t o  give a total thickness 
of 0.0002547 inch (0.000647 cm). The lateral thermal  conductivity klat is the weighted 
average of the shields and space r s  over the thickness of the cell. Using a shield spacing 
of 0.020 inch (0.051 cm) resul ts  in 
In this expression ks is the effective lateral thermal  conductivity of a single shield as 
determined experimentally in reference 8. As a result  of the way these experimental 
data were taken, the contribution from one spacer  is included in the value of ks. 
The lateral thermal conductivity in any plane (i.e. , certain vertical distance above 
the tank wall) can be increased by replacing one of the five double aluminized mylar 
shields in a cell with a shield of pure aluminum. The increased lateral thermal  conduc­
tivity is thus realized at the expense of an increase in the MLI weight. Increasing the 
lateral  thermal conductivity results in some combination o r  trade-off of the following two 
effects: 
(1) Transferring more heat laterally for the same A T .  
(2) Transferring the same quantity of heat with a much smaller  A T .  
Thus, for the plane where high lateral thermal conductivity is desired,  the ''stand­
ard" cell described previously is replaced by a "high conductivity" cell. In the "high 
conductivity" cell, one of the five aluminized mylar shields is replaced by a 0.00050 inch 
(0.00127 cm) shield of pure aluminum. The thickness of the pure aluminum shield is 
twice that of the double aluminized mylar shield in order  to  make the weighted average 
lateral  thermal conductivity even higher. The weighted lateral thermal conductivity for  
this cell is 
(n - l)wsks + walkal - 4(0.000254 ks) + 0.00050 kal - -
khc,lat - n AS 5(0. 020) 
The value of kal was obtained from the bulk properties of aluminum having a purity of 
99 percent. Again the value of ks was the previously discussed experimental value. 
Both ksc, lat and kh c ,lat were determined as a function of temperature as shown in fig­
u r e  8. 
As would be expected, any given plane in the MLI model must be either all "standard" 
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cells o r  all "high conductivity" cells. No mixture of the two is permitted since the 
model is simulating continuous sections of MLI. 
The effective thermal  conductivity specified in the normal direction keff as a func­
tion of temperature was valid ac ross  either a "standard" cell o r  a "high conductivity" 
cell. This is t rue,  provided the shield spacing and spacer  mater ia l  a r e  the same since 
the emissivity of the pure aluminum shield is the same as that for the aluminized mylar  
shield and since the temperature  differential ac ross  either shield is negligible fo r  the 
anticipated low heat-transfer rates.  
With the effective thermal  conductivities in both the lateral and normal directions 
specified, a heat balance on each individual cell can now be performed. This heat bal­
ance states that the heat added to a particular node must be exactly equal to that heat 
being removed from the same node fo r  a steady-state temperature  to exist. For the 
surface cell, the net radiation previously determined plus la te ra l  conduction and normal 
conduction must add to zero.  For  the surface cell shown in figure 7 (which has the adia­
batic surface as denoted), the equation for assumed heat flow directions becomes 
Aj,  latklat(Tj+2 - Tk+2) *k, n 0 r m ~ e f f ( ~ k + 2~ 
L j ,  a r c  
+ q k = = - ~ n AS 
- Tk+l) 
(9) 
The surface temperatures used to calculate qk correspond to the node temperature of 
all of the surface cells. For  the interior cell shown in figure 7, the equation becomes 
A j ,  latklat(Tj - Tk) + Ak, normkeff(Tk+l - Tk)­~ ~ 
n ASL j ,  a r c  
Ak, latklat(Tk - T2) + Ak, normkeff(Tk - Tk-l)  
( 10) 
Lk, a r c  n AS 
After the heat balances a r e  performed at each node within the MLI, the net heat flows 
out each column segment and into the tank are readily determined. The summation of 
these heat flows must equal the _Inet heat received by the surface of the MLI. If the bal­
ance is not obtained, the program continues another iteration. New temperatures  a r e  
"guessed" as the entire procedure is repeated. A complete description of how the com­
puter program calculated new temperatures  at each node is given in  reference 2. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results and discussion section has been divided into five separate  topics: 
(1)The first topic, Effective Normal Thermal  Conductivity, is a discussion and 
justification of the three  values of keff used in this analysis. 
(2) The second topic, Optimum Geometric Configuration, is a step-by-step discus­
sion of how an optimum geometry was determined using a keff of 10 t imes pure radia­
tion. 
(3) The third topic, Thermal  Effectiveness fo r  Various Values of keff, is a compar­
ison of the thermal  effectiveness of the optimum customized configuration with the 
constant -MLI-thickness configuration when using different values for  keff. 
(4) The fourth topic, Effect of Changes in Program Variables on Thermal  Perform­
ance, shows the influence of several  parameters  on the thermal  performance for the 
optimum customized configuration. 
(5) The fifth topic, Multilayer Insulation System Weight, presents  the ratio of system 
weights f o r  the optimum Customized configuration to the constant -thickness MLI config­
uration. 
Effective Normal Thermal  Conductivity 
The net heat flow into the tank for  any MLI configuration is a direct function of keff 
and the temperature difference ac ross  the MLI blanket. The use  of several  different 
values of keff is necessary to bound the t rue  heat flow into the tank since an absolute 
value of keff at any mean temperature may be highly dependent on the complexity cf the 
MLI system used, the amount of care  exercised in the fabrication and attachment of the 
MLI blanket t o  the tank, and the number of shields used, as well as the type of spacer  
mate rial. 
The ideal situation would have all heat t ransfer  normal to  the MLI blanket by radia­
tion only. The keff associated with pure thermal  radiation between two consecutive 
shields is given by the following expression: 
_ - 1 
To simulate some conduction between shields, the shield emissivity eS was arbitrari ly 
multiplied by 10 to a value of 0.24. This curve will be re fer red  to as the keff of 10 
t imes  pure radiation, although the actual increase in heat flow through the MLI blanket 
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for  the same nominal shield spacing and temperature profile was slightly larger .  
The keff associated with pure thermal radiation is compared to  the three values of 
keff used in this analysis in figure 9. As shown in the figure, a keff of 10 t imes pure 
radiation is very sensitive to  temperature, and is below both the keff of twice the ex­
perimental average and that equal t o  experimental average fo r  temperatures between 
40' R (22.2 K) and 218' R (121 K). 
The keff labeled experimental average matches the experimental data of Linde 
super  insulation as stated in reference 9. A mathematical extrapolation of the experi­
mental data, which extended to  approximately the temperature of liquid nitrogen, was  then 
made to  the temperature of liquid hydrogen. The resulting curve appears to  be repre­
sentative of all existing calorimeter experimental data. 
Unpublished experimental data fo r  a continuous-spiral-wrapped cylindrical tank have 
been superimposed on figure 9. The upper bound represents a 160-shield system, while 
the lower bound is for  a 20-shield system. Clearly, the three curves of keff chosen for 
this analysis certainly span the results of this particular experimental program. Fur­
thermore,  the manner in which these latter data were taken eliminated the need for 
questionable mathematical extrapolations to  obtain values of keff at low temperature. 
The experimental average curve (ref. 9) does not bisect the unpublished experimental 
data because the data were taken from two completely different sources.  
A keff of twice the experimental average simply multiplies the previous curve by 
a factor of 2. This curve represents the upper bound in this analysis since it is repre­
sentative of values obtained on a full-scale tank at mean temperatures of 125' and 225' R 
(69 and 125 K). The unpublished experimental data indicate that the keff may be much 
lower than this curve indicates. However, more data are needed to  confirm the actual 
keff at low temperatures such as were encountered in this analysis. 
An additional uncertainty in the value of keff that is truly representative of a real 
situation involves the geometry of the tank and the specific location of the MLI on the tank. 
The area near the top of the tank, due to  the compression of MLI during boost and method 
of attachment, may have a keff higher than that at the side of the tank, where the MLI 
blanket may be allowed to  hang straight down. However, the increased thermal perform­
ance noted previously for  the side of the tank under a l -g  load may be representative of 
the entire MLI system when subjected to the zero-gravity environment of space. 
Optimum Geometric Configuration 
Each of the MLI configurations that are discussed in this analysis are shown in 
c ros s  section. The following i tems will appear with each figure: 
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(1)The individual segment heat flows Aqk a c r o s s  the MLI surface due to  radiation 
exchange as well as Aqk conducted into the tank f o r  each of the 10 column 
segments used 
(2) The total net heat flow into the tank AQt, which is the algebraic summation of 
Aqk ac ross  either of the two surfaces 
(3) The size of the segment in angular degrees and number of shields 
(4) Various temperatures within the MLI configuration 
(5) The location of high-conductivity shields and targeting 
(6) The value of keff used 
The base point for  all thermal  comparisons was the net heat flow into the tank for  a 
constant thickness of 120 shields (AQt, ct) without any high-conductivity shields o r  tar­
geting. As shown in figure 10, using the keff of 10 t imes  pure radiation that will be 
used exclusively in this section of the discussion, AQ,, ct is 1.023 Btu pe r  hour (0.299 
J/sec). The following conclusions are clearly indicated in the figure: A severe temper­
ature profile on the MLI surface from the top to the side of the tank does exist. Only the 
last four segments near the side of the tank show a net rejection of heat to space from 
their  respective surfaces.  Selected temperatures within the MLI of the last  four segments 
exceed the corresponding surface temperature of that segment. 
Of particular importance is the last statement in the preceding paragraph, describing 
the temperature inversion within the last four segments. To show this more clearly, 
the temperature profiles f rom the MLI surface to  the tank wall, for  the last five segments 
a t  the side of the tank, are shown in figure 11. This effect is attributed to the high 
lateral-heat -transfer capability of the MLI when compared to  the high resistance to  heat 
flow in the normal direction. The result is that the heat rejected at the surface t o  space 
requires a substantial temperature gradient to  get from the warmer  interior of the MLI 
to the surface. 
This is the first indication that a constant-thickness MLI configuration may not be 
desirable. The constant-thickness MLI configuration sustains a higher temperature with­
in the MLI blanket near the side of the tank than would be achieved with a variable-
thickness MLI configuration. This means a high-temperature heat source for  further 
conduction into the tank itself is established. Thus, one of the c r i te r ia  in obtaining an 
optimum geometric configuration would be t o  remove all shields that would lead to a tem­
pe rature inversion. 
Using the same geometric configuration but with a high-conductivity shield at the MLI 
surface and targeting the last 13' of the MLI surface resul ts  in a AQ,, ct of 0.661 Btu 
pe r  hour (0.194 J /sec) ,  as shown in figure 12.  The significant improvement in AQt ,  ct 
is attributed to the interaction of the following effects: 
(1)The high -conductivity shield t ransferred a sufficient quantity of heat laterally to 
reduce the MLI surface temperatures over the entire surface.  This naturally reduced the 
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temperature profile along the shield adjacent to  the tank surface.  
(2) Targeting the last segment surface area not only increased the quantity of heat 
rejected to  space but a lso reduced the steady-state surface temperature at which the heat 
was rejected. This was a result of Q/A dI" when the view factor to space ap­
proaches 1. 
The temperature inversion noted in the preceding configuration a l so  occurred in this 
configuration. Even though the absolute temperature of the surface was decreased, the 
relative magnitude of the temperature inversion remained essentially unchanged. The A T  
from the 118th shield to the 88th shield in figure 10 was 48' R (26. 7 K) and in figure 12, 
the A T  was 49' R (27.2 K). 
An initial attempt at customizing the MLI system by removing some MLI and using 
high-conductivity shields and targeting resulted in the geometric configuration shown in 
figure 13. The net heat flow into the tank for  this customized configuration AQ,, cust 
was 0.302 Btu pe r  hour (0.089 J/sec). The increased thermal performance was attr ib­
uted to the following chain of events: Varying the MLI thickness (stepping) and using 
high-thermal-conductivity shields enabled rejection of heat to  space from different levels 
within the MLI configuration. U s e  of a targeted surface reduced the surface temperature,  
consequently reducing all MLI interior temperatures below this plane. The optimum con­
figuration would, of course, be that configuration which resulted in temperatures in a 
plane adjacent to  the tank surface near  37' R (20.5 K). This would ensure that the heat 
flow into the tank would approach zero.  
By positioning the high-conductivity shields at different planes within the MLI, a 
more efficient means of reducing all interior MLI temperatures was achieved. Again be­
cause of the high resistance to  heat flow in the normal direction, the temperature of a 
given high-conductivity shield can be reduced more efficiently i f  the shield is "buried" 
within the MLI. For  the constant-thickness MLI configuration of figure 12, the high-
conductivity surface shield was exposed to a constant-temperature heat source when allow­
ed to  view the payload directly. 
The MLI surface temperatures of those segments near the side of the tank can be 
further reduced by decreasing the respective view factors of these surfaces to the payload. 
This was accomplished with the configuration shown in figure 14, where the angular size 
of the segments near  the side of the tank were decreased to  6'. The previous configura­
tion used 13' as the segment s ize  on the last position. 
Although decreasing the segment s ize  decreased the surface area of the last segment, 
it also decreased the geometric radiation view factor of that segment to  the payload. With 
a higher view factor to  space, the surface temperature was also reduced. The reduced 
surface temperature decreased the average temperature in a plane adjacent to  the tank 
from 75' to  59' R (41.7 t o  32.8 K). As a result AQt, cust was reduced to  0.107 Btu pe r  
hour (0.031 J/sec), o r  about 10 percent of the base configuration. The physical signifi­
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cance of these numbers may be appreciated by noting that s imilar  tankage could tolerate 
a total (including heat down struts) heat load of 0 . 7  Btu pe r  hour (0.20 J/sec) when locked 
up for 1200 days. 
The effectiveness of the high-conductivity shields and targeting in reducing AQt ,  cust 
was established by rerunning the exact geometric configuration shown in figure 14, ex­
cept that the high-conductivity shields and targeting were removed. As shown in fig­
u r e  15, this increased the AQ,, cust to 1 .01  Btu p e r  hour (0.296 J /sec) ,  a factor of al­
most 10 higher than that shown in figure 14. Furthermore,  the AQt, cust shown in fig­
u re  15 is very nearly the same as the thermal  performance of the constant-thickness 
MLI configuration previously discussed in figure 10. Hence, just removing some MLI 
was not the complete answer to  optimizing the MLI configuration. Obviously, the high-
conductivity shields and targeting are the major considerations. 
The importance of targeting can be readily established when comparing corresponding 
surface temperatures of untargeted and targeted surfaces,  and their  resultant effect on 
the shield temperatures adjacent to the tank. The temperature profiles for  the surface 
shield and shield adjacent to the tank for  the configurations shown in figures 14 and 15 are 
shown in figure 16. The effect of slightly reducing the surface shield temperatures causes 
a significant decrease in the shield temperature adjacent to the tank. Even the presence 
of high-conductivity shields that must t r ans fe r  more  heat to the targeted surfaces did not 
prevent the targeted surface shields from reaching a lower steady-state temperature than 
the corresponding untargeted shields. 
The effectiveness of high-conductivity shields can also be seen in figure 16. For  the 
shield adjacent to  the tank, there is a significant A T  from the top to  the side of the tank 
for  the standard shield. However, for the high-conductivity shield, this temperature 
difference appears to be negligible. 
The customized MLI configuration shown in figure 17, yielding a AQ,, cust of 0.019 
Btu p e r  hour (0.006 J/sec) , was obtained 
(1) By decreasing the angular s ize  of the segments near  the side of the tank to 4' 
(2) By increasing the number of shields over the angular segments near the side of 
the tank, but staying below the point where a temperature inversion might occur 
(3) By targeting those surfaces near the side of the tank where the temperature and 
view factor to  space permit a net rejection of heat to  space 
(4) By using high-conductivity shields in any plane where targeting is also used 
Since further perturbations in this geometry resulted in insignificant changes in AQt, cust, 
this geometry was considered to be the optimum. The AQ,, cust for  this optimum con­
figuration was less than 2 percent of that obtained with the constant-thickness MLI con­
figuration, without targeting o r  high-conductivity shields, as shown in f i p r e  10. 
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Thermal Effectiveness f o r  Various Values of keff 
The net heat flows into the tank for a constant-thickness MLI configuration AQt, ct 
are compared to  the net heat flows into the tank for the optimum customized configura­
tion AQt, cust in table I for  the three different values of keff used in this analysis. The 
thermal performance of the constant -thickness MLI configuration was obtained with and 
without the use of high-conductivity shields and targeting. 
As stated previously, the constant-thickness MLI configuration arbitrari ly used 120 
shields as the base point of comparison. In o rde r  to  make the comparisions compatible, 
the customized configurations also used a maximum of 120 shields a t  any location on the 
tank. The arbi t rary selection of 120 shields was made only t o  evaluate the concepts pro­
posed in this analysis. For  an actual application, increased thermal  protection may be 
obtained by increasing the number of shields. 
The thermal effectiveness q of any configuration was arbi t rar i ly  defined as the ratio 
Of AQt,ct without targeting o r  high-conductivity shields to AQ,, cust for the optimum 
customized configuration. The results of the previous section for  the MLI configurations 
shown in figures 10, 12, and 17 are listed in table I for a keff of 10 t imes pure radiation. 
Thus, q for  the constant thickness with targeting and a high-conductivity shield is 1. 55, 
while q for the optimum customized configuration is 53. 84. 
The constant-thickness configuration of figure 10 was rerun using a keff representing 
an experimental average value. For  this configuration, shown in figure 18 without high-
conductivity shields o r  targeting, AQt, ct was 1. 185 Btu pe r  hour (0. 347 J /sec) .  The 
thermal performance of the same configuration but with a high-conductivity shield at the 
surface and targeting is 0.903 Btu pe r  hour (0.265 J /sec) ,  as shown in figure 19. 
Since keff against temperature for  the experimental average value is much more 
linear than that f o r  a keff of 10 t imes pure radiation, the resulting temperature profile 
through the MLI is also more linear. This results in a substantially lower temperature 
profile on the shield adjacent to the tank, even though the net heat flows into the tank are 
approximately the same. 
The fact that the resulting temperature inversion using the experimental average 
value for  keff is much less severe can be attributed to the following effects: The lateral  
heat - transfer capability of the MLI remains essentially the same ,  while the temperature 
gradient in the normal direction can be l e s s  steep for the higher keff to transfer the 
same quantity of heat. However, it is again readily seen that the constant -thickness MLI 
may actually reduce the thermal performance, for the same reasons stated previously. 
The same geometry of the optimized configuration determined in the preceding sec ­
tion of the discussion (fig. 17) was also rerun using the experimental value of keff, ex­
cept that additional layers of MLI were added to the segments near  the side of the tank. 
This was possible since the more linear temperature profile through the MLI enabled 
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more MLI to be applied before a temperature inversion occurred. 
Several  MLI configurations were  evaluated to verify that this particular geometry 
represented an optimum. The optimum configuration was established when additional 
perturbations in the geometry did not significantly change the value of AQt, cust of 
0.231 Btu pe r  hour (0.068 J /sec)  shown in figure 20. The minor improvement in thermal  
performance achieved by adding more  layers  of MLI at the side of the tank must be done 
at the expense of increased MLI weight. The weight of added MLI must be balanced 
against the reduction of the weight of propellant lost t o  boiloff, o r  a reduction in the sys­
tem weight associated with bulk heating. 
The much less substantial thermal  effectiveness q of 5.13 obtained using a keff of 
experimental average can be attributed to the increased value of keff at the low temper­
a tures  acting over the same differential temperature.  This differential temperature is 
the MLI surface temperature of the last segment minus the tank wall temperature.  Using 
a high- conductivity shield in this position ensures  that this temperature  is approximately 
constant in this plane. As will be shown later ,  this steady-state surface temperature is 
fixed by the radiation view factor t o  space, and is relatively independent of the keff of 
the MLI blanket. 
The identical MLI configurations shown in figures 18 to  20 were  rerun using a keff 
representing a value of twice the experimental average. The results a r e  shown in fig­
u res  21 to 23 and are listed in table I. The value of q obtained for  the optimum cus­
tomized configuration was 3.44. 
The MLI surface temperature  profiles from the constant -thickness MLI configura­
tions shown in figures 10, 12, 18, 19, 21, and 22 a r e  compared in figure 24. For the 
case of no targeting or  high-conductivity shield at the surface, the temperature profile 
on the MLI surface is relatively independent of the keff of the MLI blanket. The same 
conclusion is valid for  the other case of targeting and use of a high-conductivity shield at 
the surface. This would seem to substantiate the conclusion that the steady-state MLI 
surface temperature established is a function basically of the geometric radiation view 
factor to the payload and the surface emissivity, and not influenced by the MLI perform­
ance. 
Further indication that targeting the MLI surface reduces the steady -state surface 
temperature can a l so  be seen in figure 24. Once again, the clear-cut advantage of tar­
geting as a technique of increasing thermal  performance can be noted. Decreasing the 
surface temperature of a constant-thickness MLI blanket obviously has to decrease the 
heat flow through the MLI blanket. 
Effect of Changes in Program Variables on Thermal  Performance 
All attempts to fur ther  improve the thermal  performance of the optimized MLI con­
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figuration by decreasing the angular size of the segments used at the side of the tank were  
unsuccessful. One configuration using 2' as the size of the last  segment resulted in vi­
olent oscillations in the surface temperature of this segment between consecutive iter­
ations. This meant the program was not able to converge asymptotically to  a steady-
state temperature. 
The inability of the program to i terate to  a stable surface temperature is attributed 
t o  the large change in the physical constants used to  define this configuration. As the 
segment s ize  was decreased, the view factor to the payload was significantly decreased. 
This  would tend to  establish a low steady-state surface temperature. However, the de­
creased surface area of the segment was unable to  reject the increased lateral heat t r ans ­
fer to that segment resulting from the lower temperature. Hence, the program would 
"guess" a much higher temperature fo r  the next iteration. Thus although the equations 
used to  describe the physical problem remained correct ,  the solution of these equations 
became mathematically unstable. 
It appears that the 4' angle of the last segment approaches the optimum. This is 
substantiated by the configuration shown in figure 25, in which the area of the last seg­
ment has been doubled. In this configuration, the additional area is the m i r r o r  image of 
the 10th segment, and is located just below the equator of the tank. The increased area 
for  heat rejection plus the effect of this area "seeing" only space would seem sufficient 
cause to lower the effective surface temperature substantially and thus increase the ther­
m a l  performance significantly. However, this is not the case. The surface temperature 
goes from 94' R (52.2 K) for  the comparable configuration shown in figure 23  to  only 
84' R (46. 7 K) for  this configuration. The corresponding AQ,, cust is decreased from 
0.647 Btu per  hour (0.190 J/sec) to 0.535 Btu pe r  hour (0.157 J/sec). Apparently, two 
conflicting trends limit the degree of thermal performance obtained. As the surface 
temperature decreases,  the la te ra l  heat flow increases;  however, the quantity of heat 
rejected is decreased. 
The thermal performances of the optimum customized configuration using a payload 
emissivity of 0.024 instead of 0. 11 and a keff of the experimental average and of twice 
the experimental average are shown in figures 26 and 27 and are also tabulated in table I.  
The values of AQt, cust for  both values of keff used were each reduced to 47 percent of 
the respective values obtained with an emissivity of 0.11. The increase in thermal  pe r ­
formance obtained by decreasing the payload emissivity from 0. 11 to  0.024 is directly 
attributed to  the reduced MLI surface temperatures,  which caused a reduced temperature 
profile in a plane adjacent to  the tank. The decreased surface temperatures result  from 
decreasing the energy incident on the surface by reducing the payload emissivity. 
The optimum configuration of figure 23 was r e run  with the surface emissivities 
changed from a n  untargeted value of 0.024 to  0.015 and a targeted value of 0 . 9  t o  0.75. 
The approximately 3 percent change in AQt for this configuration shown in figure 28 
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when compared t o  figure 23 was considered to  be negligible in view of the significant 
change in the emissivities. 
The configurations shown in figures 17 and 23 were  r e run  with the tank-payload 
spacing doubled. As shown in figure 29 for  a keff of 10 t imes  pure radiation, AQt was 
68 percent of the value shown in figure 17. Using a keff of twice the experimental av­
erage,  the AQt shown in figure 30 was 86 percent of the value listed in figure 23. The 
MLI surface temperatures at the top of the tank are changed more significantly than those 
temperatures at the side of the tank. This occurred because the geometric radiation 
view factor changes m o r e  significantly near the top of the tank as the tank-payload spacing 
is doubled. 
Multilayer Insulation System Weights 
A dimensionless parameter  WMLI representing the ratio of the weight of the op­
timum customized MLI system to  the weight of a constant thickness of MLI was deter­
mined for  each of the three values of keff used in this analysis. This ratio expressed 
the relative weights (rather than absolute weights) by summing the products of the num­
b e r  of shields t imes the surface area covered for  all 10 tank segments. The results as 
listed in table I are as follows: WMLI = 0.706 fo r  keff equal to 10 t imes pure radiation 
and 0.822 for  keff equal to  the experimental average as well as fo r  keff equal to  twice 
the experimental average. The ratio is the same for  the last two values of keff since 
the same configuration was used for  both. 
Thus, in addition t o  increasing the thermal performance, the customized concept 
also reduces the total weight of the MLI required. A reduction of the quantity of MLI 
required may also make fabrication and installation of the MLI blanket much less diffi­
cult. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An analytical investigation was conducted t o  determine the space-hold thermal pe r ­
formance of MLI on the upper half of an unshrouded liquid hydrogen tank within a sun-
oriented vehicle. The thermal  model used the geometry of a @ oblate spheroidal tank 
having a major diameter of 9. 142 feet (2.786 m). The tank was assumed to be in the 
shadow of a 10-foot- (3.048-m-) diameter flat-surfaced payload maintained a t  a constant 
temperature of 520' R (289 K). 
The analysis showed that the space-hold thermal performance of a given thickness of 
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conventional MLI on the top half of the liquid hydrogen tank can be significantly improved 
1. By varying the MLI thickness from a maximum at the top of the tank to a minimum 
at the side of the tank, where the radiation view factor to space is a maximum: As es­
tablished in this analysis, the constant -thickness MLI configuration degrades thermal  
performance since it sustains a higher temperature within the MLI blanket near the side 
of the tank than would be achieved with a variable-thickness MLI configuration. 
2. By increasing the surface emissivity (targeting) of the shields in the area where 
the view factor to space is highest: The thermal  improvement occurred since targeting 
not only increased the quantity of heat rejected to space, but a l so  reduced the steady-
state surface temperature at which the heat was rejected. 
3. By using high lateral-thermal-conductivity shields within the MLI that become the 
top shield of consecutive segments of different MLI thicknesses at the side of the tank: 
By positioning the high-conductivity shields at different planes within the MLI, a more 
efficient means of reducing all interior MLI temperatures was achieved. 
The analysis showed that simply varying the MLI thickness alone did not change the 
thermal  performance appreciably. The optimum customized configuration required a 
combination of these three changes. Optimum is defined as that par t icular  geometry 
for which further perturbations did not significantly change the thermal  performance. 
The net heat flows into the tank through the optimum customized configuration were 
determined for three different values of effective normal thermal  conductivity keff. The 
net heat flows were  0.019,0.231, and 0.647 Btu per hour (0.006,0.068,and 0.190 J/ 
sec), respectively, for keff of 10 t imes  pure radiation, the experimental average, and 
twice the experimental average. These heat flows were  a factor of 53.84, 5.13, and 
3.44 lower than the corresponding net heat flows for the conventional constant-thickness 
MLI configurations. The degree of improvement realized was very sensitive to the value 
of keff at low mean temperatures .  
As shown in this investigation, the steady-state MLI surface temperature established 
for any MLI surface segment was highly dependent on the geometric radiation view factor 
between that surface segment and the payload, as well as the emissivity used for that 
particular surface segment. The value of keff used for the MLI blanket had little effect 
on what this steady-state surface temperature  should be. Thus,  for  a fixed MLI thickness 
and approximately the same boundary temperatures ,  the net heat flow into the tank is 
dependent solely on keff. 
The optimum configuration used angular segments of 4' for  each of the last three  
tank segments regardless  of the effective normal conductivity used. This  was the result 
of a trade-off between decreasing this angle to  give a higher radiation view factor to space 
(lower steady-state surface temperature) while still trying to reject  a certain quantity of 
heat from a smal le r  a r e a  at a lower temperature.  Doubling the surface area of the last 
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segment by adding the m i r r o r  image of this a r e a  from the bottom half of the tank did not 
result  in  a significant increase in thermal  performance. 
Using a payload emissivity of 0.024 instead of 0 .11 reduced the net heat flow into the 
tank to 47 percent of the original value. These results were  obtained with the optimum 
customized configuration for a keff of experimental average as well as for  a keff of 
twice the experimental average. 
Doubling the tank-payload spacing decreased the net heat flow into the tank by 32 per ­
cent for a keff of 10 t imes pure radiation. For a keff of twice experimental average, 
the corresponding decrease was only 14 percent. 
In addition to the increased thermal  performance, the weight of the optimum cus­
tomized MLI system was approximately 0.706 t imes the weight of a constant-thickness 
MLI system when using a keff of 10 t imes radiation. The optimum customized MLI 
systems for  the other two values of keff were  identical. The use of additional shields 
near  the side of the tank resulted in a weight ratio of 0. 822. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, November 3, 1970, 
180-31. 
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS 

A a r e a ,  f t2 ;  m 2 
AA, dA incremental a r e a ,  ft2; m 2 
A. 
1 
F.
1 , j  
product of area of ith surface 
t imes geometric radiation view 
factor between ith and jth 
surfaces ,  f t2;  m 2 
F. geometric radiation view factor,
1, j 
portion of total energy, either 
emitted or reflected diffusely 
from surface i, that is inter­
cepted by surface j 
h tank-payload spacing, f t ;  m 
k thermal conductivity, Btu/ 
(hr)(ft)(OR); J/(sec>(m)(K) 
keff effective thermal  conductivity 
normal to  MLI blanket, Btu/ 
(hr>(ft>(OR);J/(sec)(" 
length, ft; m 
N number of surfaces in enclosure 
n number of shields p e r  cell 
Q heat flow, Btu/hr; J/sec 
AQt total net heat flow through MLI 
blanket and into tank, Btu/hr; 
J/sec 
incremental heat flows, either 
ac ross  a plane of any segment 
o r  into (or out of) any surface 
segment, Btu/hr; J/sec 
net heat flow into any given seg­
ment, Btu/hr; J/sec 
distance between any two incre­
mental surfaces,  f t ;  m 
AS shield spacing, in. ; cm 
T temperature,  OR; K 
A T  temperature difference, O R ;  K 
V volume, ft3; m 3 
w~~~ ratio of weight of optimum cus­
tomized MLI system t o  weight 
of constant -thickness MLI 
system 
W thickness o r  width, in. ; cm 
E emissivity 
rl effectiveness, AQt, ct/AQt, cust 
iJ Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
0. 173X10-8 Btu/(ft2)(hr)(0 4R ); 
5.6 7x10 -8 J/(m2) (sec) (K4) 
(D angle between normal t o  surface 
and vector R from that surface 
Subscripts : 
a1 
a r c  
ct 
cust 
hc 
in 
i , j ,k,Z 
lat 
m , n  
norm 
out 
P 
aluminum 

circle segment 

constant thickness 

customized 

high -conductivity ce11 

incoming 

surface index o r  counter 

lateral 

reference o r  index 

normal 

outgoing 

payload 
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L 
r rejected tank 

S shield tank surface increment 

s c  standard cell payload surface increment 

sur f  surface 
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TABLE I. - COMPARISON O F  MULTILAYER INSULATION THERMAL PERFORMANCES O F  PRIMARY IMPORTANCE 
Figure Normal the rma l  Net heat flow, The rma l  MLI weight 
conductivity, *Qt ?ffectiveness, ratio,  
~ 
keff m Btu/hr -/see 17 I wMLI 
2 0  . 11 . 2 3 1  . 0 6 8  5. 13  , 8 2 2  
2 6  
10 Ten t imes  pure 0.11 0 . 8 1 7 5  0 . 2 4 9 2  1 . 0 2 3  1.299 1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0 0  
12  radiation . a 1 7 5  . 2 4 9 2  . 6 6 1  . 1 9 4  1. 55  1 . 0 1 0  
1 7  . a 1 7 5  . 2 4 9 2  . 0 1 9  . 0 0 6  5 3 . 8 4  . 7 0 6  
2 9  1 . 6 3 5 0  . 4 9 8 4  , 0 1 3  . 0 0 4  7 8 . 6 9  . 7 0 6  
I ~ 
1 8  Experimental  0 . 1 1  0 . 8 1 7 5  0 . 2 4 9 2  1 . 1 8 5  . 3 4 7  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0 0  
1 9  average .ll . 9 0 3  . 2 6 5  1. 3 1  1.010 
, 0 2 4  I . 1 0 9  . 0 3 2  1 0 . 8 7  . 8 2 2  
I 
2 1  Twice the experi- 0 . 1 1  0 . 8 1 7 5  3 . 2 4 9 2  2 . 2 2 6  . 6 5 2  1.00 1 . 0 0 0  
2 2  mental average . 11 1 . 7 1 4  . 5 0 2  1. 30 1 . 0 1 0  
2 3  . 11 , 6 4 7  . 1 9 0  3 . 4 4  . a 2 2  
2 7  . 0 2 4  . 3 0 6  . 0 9 0  7 . 2 7  
2 8  . 11 I I . 6 6 7  . 196  3 . 3 4  
30 . 11 1 . 6 3 5 0  . 4 9 8 4  . 5 5 8  .1 6 3  3 . 9 9  
aA - Constant MLI thickness ( 1 2 0  shields),  no targeting o r  high-conductivity shields.  
B - Constant MLI thickness (120  shields),  _-targeting and high-conductivity shield a t  surface.  
C - Optimum customized MLI configuration. 
C' - Optimum customized MLI configuration, except ctargeted = 0 . 7 5  and cuntargeted = 0 . 0 1 5 .  
All other configurations: ctargeted = 0 . 9 ,  cuntargeted = 0 . 0 2 4 .  
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t he rm a I -con -
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I 
Figure 1. - Vehicle ccnfiguration. 
Payload 
1 . 
T.520 R-’ 
(289 K )
h’lultilaver insu lat ion 
Fiqure 2. - Cross-sectional view of model. 
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03 
1 Payload *11 I A12 1 A13 IA14 1 
A16 (space) 
T16=O" R (OK) . 4 ­
.3 ­
. 2  ­
.l­
n 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80Figure 3. - Enclosure for radiation exchange. Angular  degrees from top of tank 
Figure 4. - Geometric radiation view factor between tank surface and payload 
as funct ion of angular position from top of tank. Typical for constant multi­
layer insu lat ion (MLI) thickness of 120 shields and-a tank-payload spacing of 
0.8175 foot (0.2492 m). 
90 
Fiourf 5. - S,iadow effect on view factor for variaole-thickness mul t i !ayer  insu lat ion (h,Lli coi l f ic iurdl lo l l  
- - \' 
Fiqure 6. - 45" Segment of mul t i layer  insu lat ion divided i n t o  cells. 
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Figure 7. - Cross-sectional view of several cells. 
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F igure 8. - Lateral thermal conductivi ty of i ru l t i l aver  insu lat icn c e l l s  arcainst tcn-pera­
ture. (Data from ref. 8. ) 
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Unpublished experimental data 
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Figure 9. - Effective thermal  conductivi ty normal  to mul t i layer  insu lat ion as 
func t i on  of temperature. 
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I 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, i.023 Btu per h o u r  (0.299 JIsec). 
Shield number 
Io! Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 10. - ReSlJltS of analysis for constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion thickness us ina 
effective normal  t':ermal conJuctivi ty of 10 times pure radiation No h igh- la tpra l ­
thermal-conductivi ty !>,ields or targetins; untarqeted mult i layer ins i i !a t ion  surfdce 
m i s s i v i t y ,  0. 024; payload emissivity. 0. 11. 
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Figure 11. - Terperature inversion th rough  mul t i layer  insu lat ion IMLI), typical 
of constant V,LI thickness, as funct ion of angular  location from top of tank. 
(Data frorr fiq. 10. \ 
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120 
a Hiqh-lateral-thermal-conductivity shield 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9(targeted) 
Net heat flow
"P1 B t u l h r  I Jlsec 0.413 I 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 0.661 Btu per 
h o u r  (0.194 Jlsec). 
Temperature 
KO R - I 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 12. - Results of analysis for  constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI)thickness us ing
effective normal  thermal  2onductivi ty of 10 t imes pure radiation. High-lateral-thermal­
conductivi ty shield at surface and targeting last segment surface; untargeted MLI surface 
emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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- 
0Noh-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shield 
Surface emissivity, 0.9(targeted) 
L. 072 
(a) Net heat flows across seclment boundaries; total  net heat 
flow, 0.302 Btu per h o u r  (0. G89 Jlsec). 
-73 41-/ 
(0)Temperature d i s t r iw t i on .  
Fiqure 13. - Results of analysis for variable mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI) thickness 
us ino effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty of 10 times pu re  radiation; three 
hiqh-lateral-thermal-conductivity shields and three surface segments tarqeted. 
Untaroeted MLI  surface emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0. 11. 
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v\l~High-lateral-thermal-conductivity shield 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.107 Btu  Per h o u r  (0.031 Jlsec). 
Temperature
OR Y
I 1, 
191
I 
I 
/ \ I / \ 
Tank wall -/ 
33’ / 113 
33’ / 
(b) Temperature distr ibut ion.  
Figuce 14. - Results of analysis for  variable mult i layer insu la t ion  (MLI) thickness 
u s i n g  effective normal  thermal  conduct iv i ty of 10 times pure  radiation; four  
high- lateral- thermal-conduct iv i ty shields and four surface segments targeted. 
Untargeted MLI surface emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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Net heat flow 
B t u l h r  Jlsec 
0.322 A 0.094 
‘- .017?’.G6i  
(a) Net heat flows across seament boundaries; total net  heat flow, 
1.01 Btu per h o u r  (C. 296 Jlsec). 
Temperature 
R_c_K_ 

(b )  Tem oeratu re  distr ibution. 
Fic;:lre 15. - iiesults of analysis for mul i i layer  insu lat ion (RI’LI) confiq:araiion 
s:ici?ln i n  f igbre 1 4  Y4th iiiclii-lateral-thermal-conductivii~ shields and 
t a r y d i n g  both removed. 
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A No iargei ing or no h igh-
conductivi ty shields 
0 Targeting and h igh -
conductivi ty shields 
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Angular degrees f rom top of tank 
Figure 16. - Temperature profi les for same geometric mult i layer insu lat ion (MLI)  
configuration with and without use of targeting and high-conductivi ty shields. 
(Data from figs. 14 and 15. 1 
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-, ,liqh-latersl-tnErriai-conductivity shie!d 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
Net heat flow o, 163 
L.001 .ooc4 ’ 
(a) Net lheat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
W.Cl9 Btu per h o u r  (C.CG6 Jlsec). 
\ ‘-4 
\
1 4 4  
( b )Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 17. - Results of analysis for optimum customized in l i l t i layer insu lat ion (MLII confi(lurati0n 
t isinq eiieclive ni?rindl thernial conductivi ty of 10 times pure radiation. Untarpeted MLI surface 
emissivity, C. 024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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Net heat flow 
'-. 135 .040-' 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
1.185 Btu per h o u r  (0.347 Jlsec). 
"R 
Temperature 
K 
/ 
Shield 
'-51 28­
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 18. - Results of analysis for constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI)thickness 
us ing  effective normal thermal  conductivi ty representing an experimental average; 
n o  high-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shields o r  targeting. Untargeted MLI 
emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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LNI. Hioh-latera!-thermal-conductivity shield 
= Surface enilsslvlty, L.? (targeted) 
Net heat flow 
-_103 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.9C3 3tu per ;hour (0.265 Jlsec). 
Ten,perature 
Tank wall' 
( u l  Temoerature distr ibution. 
Figure :S. - Results of analysis for constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion (hlLI)thickness 
us inq 2ifeitii.e normal  thernial conductivi ty representing an experimental average; 
:-!io:i-lateial-t,-lel.i;:ai-conductivity shield at surface and tarqeting last two seqment 
SUI fazes. Un ta ry ted  L L I  surface cmissivity, G. G24; paylosd emissivity, 0.11. 
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-'Jiqh-lateral-thermal-conductivity shield 
= Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.231 Btu per h o u r  (0.068 Jlsec). 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Fiaure 20. - Results of analysis fo r  optimum customized mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI) 
conf iyurat ion us inq  effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing an  experi­
mental average. Untarqeted RilLl surface emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
Temperature 
R+ 
Fiqure 21. - Results of analysis for constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI)thickness 
us ing  effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing a value twice experimental 
average; n o  high-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shields or targeting. Untargeted 
MLI surface emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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--High-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shield Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
'-.170 ,050 -' 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
1.714 Btu per h o u r  (0.502 Jlsec). 
Temperature 
( b )Temperdture distr isut ion. 
Fiqure 22. - Results of analysis for constant mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI)thickness 
us inq  effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing value twice experimental 
averqe;  high-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shield at surface and targeting last two 
segment surfaces. Untarpeted h L I  surface emissivity, G. 024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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-High-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shielo 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
(b)Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 23. - Results of analysis for optimum customized mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI) 
configuration us ing  effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing a value twice 
experimental average. Untargeted MLI surface emissivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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Effective normal  t i ie rmal  conductivity, 
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0 10 t imes p u r e  radiation (fiqs. 10 and 12) 
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Fipure 24. -Mu l t i l aye r  insulat ion ( M L I )  surface t cvpe ra tu re  profi les for con­
stant MLI thickness (120 shields) ivith and r i i i l i ou t  surface shield hein? 
targetcd and of h igh lateral thermal conductivi ty. 
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-High-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shield 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
1.028 Net heat 0.3Gl 
.OH-/ 

(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.535 Btu per h o u r  (0.157 Jlsec). 
(bJ Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 25. - Results of analysis for optimum customized mult i layer insu lat ion 
configuration shown in f igure 23 when last seqment area is  doubled. 
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-Hiah-lateral-thermal-conduciivity shield 
=.Surface emissivity, 0.9 (tarq'ted) 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 26. - Results of analysis for optimum customized mult i layer insu lat ion 
(MLII configuration us ing  effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing 
a i  experimental average when p3yload emissivity i s  0.024. Untargeted k,LI 
sc.rrface emissivity, 0.02J. 
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High-lateral-thermal-conductivi ty shield 
-Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
(a) Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.306 Btu per h o u r  (0.090 Jlsec). 
40 22 -’ 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 27. - Results of analysis for optimum customized mul t i layer  insu lat ion (NILI) 
configuration us ing effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing a value 
twice experimental average when payload emissivity i s  0.024. Untargeted MLI 
surface emissivity, 0.024. 
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m i igl i- lateral-thermal-conductivity shield 
= Surface emissivitv, 0.75 (targeted) 
l. .C14-’047 
(a) Net heat f lows across seqment bounddries; total net heat flow, 
0.667 Btu per h o u r  IO. 196 Jlsec). 
” R 
Temperature 
KI 
23-,’ 
“42 7.3­
l b l  Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 28. - Results of analysis for  optimum customized mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI) 
confiquration usinc! effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing a value 
twice experimental average except targeted surface emissivity i s  0.75 and un ta r ­
geted surface emissivity i s  L.015. Payload emissivity, 6.11. 
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-High-lateral -therm a I-cond uct  i v i t y  shie Id 
=Surface emissivity, 0.9 (targeted) 
0.380 Net heat flow 0.111 
(a) Net heat flows across seqment boundaries; total  net heat flow, 
0.013 Btu p?r h o u r  (0.004 Jlsec). 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure 29. - Results of analysis for optimum customized mul t i layer  insu lat ion (MLI) 
configuration us inq effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty of 10 times pure 
radiation except tankpayload spacing dwbled. Untargeted MLI surface emis­
sivity, 0.024; payload emissivity, 0. 11. 
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l a )  Net heat flows across segment boundaries; total net heat flow, 
0.558 Btu p x  h o u r  10.163 Jlsecl. 
TemDerature 
(b) Temperature distr ibution. 
Figure M. - Results of analysis for o$imum customized mult i layer insu lat ion (MLI) 
configuration us ing effective normal  thermal  conductivi ty representing a value 
twice experimental average except tank-payload spacing d3ubled. Untarrjeted MLI 
surface emissivity, 0. G24; payload emissivity, 0.11. 
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